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“H

ow is the harmonica doing these days,” I am often asked. Well, 2011 is
shaping up to be a great
year for the harmonica world with
only a few bumps in the road. Harmonicas & Health continues to
gain attention around the world
with good people like Terry Rand,
Dr. Victor Yun and others spreading the word through seminars and
other meetings.
At a Mother’s Day concert in Los
Gatos, California, the California
Pops Orchestra featured Jia-Yi He
and I for two thirds of the program.
Maestro Kim Venaas also showed
his support by playing chromatic
himself in an arrangement of “The
Harmonica Player” which was arranged especially for us by Maestro David Bugli, conductor of the
Carson City Symphony Orchestra.
Supporting the concert were Hohner and Suzuki donating hundreds
of beginning harmonica packages
to be given free of charge to all
children attending the concert. An
extra special gift was a Little Lady
harmonica for the mothers. How
about that for support?
Sadly, the Buckeye Festival was
cancelled because of insufficient registrations. Our hats are off for the
hard work Danny G. and his crew
put into this important event. We
hope it will be different next year.
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SPAH is moving steadily towards
a great convention in Virginia
Beach. The registration packet is in
the envelope along with this issue,
or you can register online at www.
spah.org which also has directions
for making room reservations. This
year, the talent is extraordinary and
you won’t want to miss it.
Many of you know there is a
change in then way SPAH award
recipients are selected. Please pay
close attention to the directions
you receive regarding them. There
are also procedures for nominating
a new president and vice president
for 2013. SPAH needs good people to continue our forward progress Please encourage qualified candidates to run. We need your help
finding these special people.
Have a great time playing harmonica now that the weather is getting comfortable and enjoy this issue of Harmonica Happenings.
Submit your own content
to Harmonica Happenings!
Articles, photos, ads, etc. must be submitted to
Harmonica Happenings by the dates listed below
for inclusion in the specified issue

Spring issue - March 15
Summer issue - June 15
Fall issue - September 15
Winter issue - December 15
Submit items to:
JP Pagán
Phone: 347-564-3073 Email: HHeditor@mac.com
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What is SPAH?
SPAH is an organization whose objective is to preserve and respect the colorful past of the harmonica,
while advancing its acceptance, in all its many forms, as a bona fide musical instrument. Among the membership are individuals and entire families, accomplished musicians as well as beginners, and people of
all ages. Many members have played or do play the harmonica professionally. Their music styles, ranging
through Country, Blues, Popular, and Classical, can be enjoyed via recordings or live performances.
The many benefits of SPAH will be available to you as a member. You are welcome to join SPAH regardless
of playing ability or style. SPAH also welcomes members who just like to listen to harmonica music. You
will be joining people from around the world to preserve and advance the harmonica. For more information
on SPAH visit our website at www.spah.org.

Join SPAH - The Society for the Preservation and Advancement of the Harmonica
What SPAH does:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Sponsors an annual International Harmonica Convention featuring classes, entertainment by
professional harmonica players, and camaraderie.
Distributes information on harmonicas and harmonica playing
Recognizes and honors those who preserve and advance the harmonica
Encourages the formation of local harmonica clubs
Supports groups organizing harmonica conventions
Maintains a website at www.spah.org
Sponsors an online harmonica discussion group and an online harmonica club news service

Member benefits:
* Subscription to Harmonica Happenings, our quarterly magazine with harmonica news from around
the world including seminar and convention listings, articles on playing techniques, repairs,
harmonica clubs and famous harmonica players and groups, and information on recently released
recordings and harmonica products.
* Discounts on SPAH’s annual International Harmonica Convention

NEW MEMBER SPAH APPLICATION
NAME______________________________________________________________________ BIRTH DATE ___________________
ADDRESS __________________________________________________________ PHONE (______)_________________________
CITY ___________________________ STATE____________ ZIP ______________ E-MAIL _______________________________
COUNTRY (if other than USA) _____________________________
CLUB NAME ________________________________________________ CITY _________________________________ ST _____

I Play These Harmonicas:
 Diatonic  Chromatic  Chord
 Bass
 Other: ______________

Other Harmonica-Related Activities:
 Compose
 Arrange
 Teach
 Collect Harmonicas

Enclose $45 for individual membership or $60 for Family. U.S. funds only, made payable to SPAH, Inc.
Mail to: Membership Director, SPAH, Inc., P.O. Box 865, Troy, MI 48099-0865
If you prefer, you can fill out the membership form and pay your membership fee using a credit card by
logging onto the SPAH website: www.spah.org.
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pring has. Of course here in
Michigan, in the middle of
May, it’s still close to freezing. But we’ve had some
warm days and we know Spring is
here and Summer is coming. You
know what that means.
SPAH 2011 is going to be a great
convention, so fill out the packet we
sent along with this issue and come
be a part of it.
Speaking of... we have alot of
great stories in this issue. Charles
Spranklin brings us the final chapter of the Don Henry Trio. The experiences he had and the people he
met are just amazing. It was a truly
a Golden Age for the harmonica in
popular culture and it may never return.
Well, that is unless Brandon Bailey has something to say about it.
I had the pleasure of interviewing
this talented and impressive young
man. The music he’s making today
just might be the next big thing on
harmonica.
We also have the stories of Pete
Kelly, a down and out veteran for
whom the harmonica is a gift—
both figuratively and literally—and
of Bernie Bray, who was himself
a gift to the world of harmonica
players, so much so that SPAH
named its Player of the Year Award
after him. Manfred Wewers finds
out why.
To round out the issue, Richard
Sleigh tells us why the diatonic is
like a harmonica treadmill—perfect for you to exercise with and
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we review the new Hazmat Modine
album, Cicada. Here’s a tip: fire up
your iTunes and just buy it already.
By the way, Brandon Bailey,
Richard Sleigh and Charles Spranklin
will all be at SPAH this year. Come
down to Virginia Beach and hang
out with us. You’ll be glad you did.
And you know what... if you just
can’t make it, drop us a line. Tell us
why, and tell us what you’d like to
know about what you’re missing:
more show recaps? Seminar summaries? Pics? Vids? I gotta start
planning for the post-convention issue now, so if you all help me figure
out what to put in it, it’ll end up
being that much better.
And if you are going to be there,
and maybe you want to write about
it, or take some pictures or post a
video, let me know about it. The
more the merrier.

Submit your own content
to Harmonica Happenings!
Articles, photos, ads, etc. must be submitted to
Harmonica Happenings by the dates listed below
for inclusion in the specified issue

Spring issue - March 15
Summer issue - June 15
Fall issue - September 15
Winter issue - December 15
Submit items to:
JP Pagán
Phone: 347-564-3073 Email: HHeditor@mac.com
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the Don henrY trio?
Part III

By Charles Spranklin
NOTE: We only had a bit over two years with the trio, but
the entire run never let up as an exciting experience for us
kids.

I

t didn’t take long for our agent to figure out that
we were the perfect act for some of the big time
star-studded recording artists that were touring
the country. Our act, as well, had respectable recording notoriety with “Sabre Dance.”
The great singer Patti Page was flying high on her
hits “Tennessee Waltz,” “Doggie in the Window” and
“Mockingbird Hill.” We were booked to tour a circuit of top showcase theaters around the east with
her. Wow, what a break. Even more star power piled
on the bill with newcomer Guy Mitchell and his hit
“My Truly, Truly Fair.” Both of them, like Sinatra at
the Paramount in New York, will draw thousands of
teenybopper fans. Autographs, here we come. Along
with us was movie actor/comedian Jay Lawrence and
the famous dancers Ralph & Mary Carnevalles. It was
a solid bill of talent and it would soon become a family.
We were in ninth heaven.
Patti was an absolute delight; she was a country girl
without an egocentric bone in her body. She was only
a few years older than me so we communicated on an
almost equal level. Guy Mitchell was the character of
the universe. The story was that he was an ex-rodeo
bull rider. He was short, handsome and built like a fireplug. He was a total cut up and he never laid eyes on a
woman that he didn’t crave. For the next few months,
we rarely ever saw him without at least two knockout
ladies in tow. We had more fun with him than you can
imagine. His only physical flaw was that his eyesight
was bad. He refused to wear his glasses in public. As
a result, one show he walked on stage toward the microphone and walked right past it and dove into the
orchestra pit onto the violin section. When we realized
that he wasn’t killed, the audience and we were hys6

terical. So was he. The violinists were not too happy
though.
Jay, a great comedian, mimic and singer was always
with us for anything that was fun, and for us, everything was fun. His brother was Larry Storch the great
Corporal Argorn from TV’s F Troop. Jay was also featured in the movie Stalag 16 mimicking Hitler. Ralph
and Mary were quintessential regular folks; no gloss
at all till they put on their dancing shoes. The flow of
their movement was like they were flying two feet off
the ground. Pure talent and class!
Patti’s sister Rema traveled with her throughout the
tour. We were doing 4 to 5 shows a day. Our only time
to rest was the hour and a half when the movie was on.
We all came off stage soaking wet with sweat. Few people realize that 15 to 20 minutes performing under hot
lights is tough work. After the show, Patti would strip
down to a dry nightgown and Don and I would hang
up our suits to dry and, as usual, walk around in our
damp underwear. We all were at a loss for something
interesting to do with the time between shows. Then
we found Canasta. From then on, most of our off-time
was spent with Patti, Rema, Don and I playing this addictive game. It was fun resting time sent from heaven.
Then there were the bobbysoxers by the hundreds
camped all day at the stage door. Whenever we had to
leave the theater we were mobbed by tons of teeny pulchritude screaming their heads off, thrusting any kind
of note pads or scrap paper at us for autographs. Most
of the time we needed police escorts to get us past the
mobs. Is that a kick or what?
From those herds came two young ladies that decided they were going to form a Don Henry Trio Fan
Club. They managed to get past security to meet with
us. Of course, we didn’t give it any credibility, but, lo
and behold, these girls were dead serious. They actually came up with literature, mailers and cards at Don’s
expense, and kept the club going for more that two
years. Bless their hearts, we loved both of them. The
Harmonica Happenings

club faded away because we went into hibernation for
two years.
The teenybopper fans, also known then as bobbysoxers, were always present en-masse no matter what
state or theater we were booked into. They would spill
into the theaters by the hundreds and stay for several
shows and then rush out to the stage doors and hang
in for more hours till they could get even a glimpse of,
or an autograph, or even a faint touch of a hand or
a body brush from the stars. The din of chanting the
names of their favorites or the deafening mass screams
at the sight of anyone that appeared during the show
or at the stage door was beyond what eardrums could
stand. Of course, they were there for the stars, not us,
but anyone who was in the troupe was fair game. Kim
and I were just slightly older than them, so we were
anointed as stars. We got the royal blast of screams the
moment we cracked open the stage door. The jumping, the pawing, the paper and pens thrusting at us like
swords was beyond anything we ever dreamed of experiencing. Kim was the more popular of the two of
us. The herds set up a chant for him everywhere we
went. One night in Pittsburgh after the last show, we
were plowing through the crowd when suddenly about
ten girls jumped Kim and tore off most of his clothes.
It took three cops the get them off of him. Despite the
danger, Don calmed us down with, “Hey, how many
other 19 year old harmonica players from the Bronx
will ever have an experience like this?” Oh my, how
true, how true.
In Milwaukee, the mobs were restricted by wood
barriers that the police set up so it was almost safe for
us to stand in the stage door and just wave to the masses of fans, or walk out ten feet to give them autographs.
Our game was to pick out the most gorgeous ones and
speculate about how great it would be if we could separate them from the masses. Of course, by theater law,
that could never happen. I spotted one that just blew
my mind. She showed up three days in a row right in
the front of the barrier. The stage door man, probably
in his seventies, was obviously a romantic. He played
the game with us. He was well aware of my pick.
Later that day, I was sitting in our dressing room
when I heard hurried footsteps coming down the hall.
I turned to see what was going on when my pick of
the litter appeared at the door. Obviously nervous, she
said the doorman sent her up with a key because I was
locked out of our dressing room. I told her to calm
down and take a chair. Marlene was a strikingly beautiful, lovely girl, probably 17 years old. She couldn’t
believe that she was sitting with me, the big time star in
Spring 2011

makeup, and I couldn’t believe that I was sitting next to
her, this stunning girl. We talked till the next show. She
had to go home to do her homework.
By whatever rationale, for the next few days, she had
clear passage from the old man to join us backstage.
Everyone appreciated that she was just a kid that was
having the experience of her life so they all enjoyed
having her there and how lucky I was that she was with
me. Even Patti spent some time with her. I know that
Guy had eyes for her. He kept them in check.
A group of us left the theater to go to lunch. Naturally, the sea of screaming fans was ever present. The
theater security guards fronted us through the bedlam.
We were signing autographs right and left. To our surprise, Marlene was signing autographs as well. Later
she told us that her girlfriends and classmates were asking her to sign their books. We all knew that this was
bound to be a highlight of her life and we were thrilled
that we, including the old stage door man, had afforded her this incredible experience.
The last day, she didn’t show up. We couldn’t believe
that we weren’t going to get to say goodbye to her. I
even got a harmonica that we all signed to give to her.
That was a real downer day for me. About two weeks
later, I got a letter from her. She said that she couldn’t
bear to see us go, knowing that it was probably forever. Sadly, it was forever. Oh my, she was a beautiful
person.
In practically all of the theaters Patti and Guy drew
celebrity visitors too numerous to name. All of them
were thrilling to meet. The one team of visitors that
specifically came to see us was the Harmonicats: Jerry
Murad, Don Les and Al Fiori. Wow! Don and the guys
were old friends from the Rascals days. The bonus for
Kim and me was that from that visit on, the Cats remained lifelong friends of ours.
Another surprise for us was a hostile visit from the
Chicago Music Union to check if we were members. We
weren’t. We told them we didn’t want to join the union.
Their response was to go to the theater management
and tell them if we didn’t join immediately, they would
close the entire show before the next performance. The
management knew that they weren’t kidding. We were
herded into a
charles spranklin
car and taken to
is a long-time
contributor to
the union office.
harmonica
happenings.
Nobody there
seemed friendly.
We were “ofyou can
contact him at:
fered” membercsprank@aol.com
ship in the Chi7

cago chapter, but it was quite expensive. Don saved the
day by asking if we could join a chapter of our choice?
A bit puzzled, they agreed. Don chose the chapter in his
hometown in Lynn Massachusetts. Membership was
only fifteen dollars a year apiece. Boy, was that ever a
break. The “escorts” got us back to the theater just in
time for us to go on. That was my first experience as a
Union member.
A tradition for show tours was that the last show at
each of the theater runs was open for total pandemonium. Anything goes. So much of all of it was lost into
the winds. Anything freakish or funny that we could
do to disrupt the show was fair game, especially for the
audiences that knew about these last-shows riots and
would come especially to take part in them. What a sin
that there were no camcorders in those days.
At one point Kim and I were doing one of our upbeat
numbers when suddenly we heard a bass harmonica
behind us. That wasn’t supposed to be. We turned and
there was Patti dressed in Guy’s clothes playing Don’s
bass harmonica. We ripped the place apart. Someone in
the audience took a picture of it and actually sent it to
us. To this day it hangs in my memories gallery.
The early 1950s were the height of the revival of
movie theater/stage show combos. Everywhere we
were booked, the stars brought out the masses of fans
and the gift of extraordinarily rich box office receipts.
Our star tour bookings from our new agency were
mainly through the Eastern States and Canada. We
played the Lowe’s State Theater in Baltimore, then the
Lowe’s State Theater in Hartford Connecticut and on
to Providence, Rhode Island, then to Milwaukee, back
to Canada several times to the Casino and Gayety Theaters, and one big theater in Montreal whose name I
can’t remember that starred the internationally famous
Josephine Baker. That date was really unexpected for
a hokey harmonica trio. Next was the yearly Hershey
Chocolate Corps Christmas event for over 7,000 residents in their sports stadium in Hershey, Pennsylvania,
then on to another State Theater in Pittsburgh for another week. We had two bookings at the Capital Theater in Washington, DC, then on to The Hippodrome
Theater in Baltimore and a great booking at the famous
Eastman Kodak Theater in Rochester NY. Also the
magnificent Fox Theater in Detroit and the legendary
Chicago Theater in, of course, Chicago. Not bad at all
for a harmonica trio. To say the least, it was an amazing two and a half years for us.
Naming the stars that we were fortunate to have
worked with is, let’s face it, blatant “name dropping,”
but what can you expect from a star-struck kid or for
that matter, the current memories of an old man. I look
back in wonder of how lucky I was. Of course, the
8
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Patti Page on bass.

names I will drop will probably mean nothing to you
younger folks, but they were all at the top of the entertainment world of that period. As I have suggested,
Google them.
We have already spoken of Kay Starr, Patti Page and
Guy Mitchell, but whom else can I brag about? At the
Hippodrome in Baltimore there were The Four Aces
of “Love Is A Many-Splendored Thing” fame, the
great comic Alan King and to our absolute delight, The
Three Stooges. They were part of my whole life; can
you imagine what a thrill it was to spend a week with
them? Curly had already left the act and was replaced
with Moe’s brother, Shemp. Larry was still Larry the
gambler, always on the phone. They were all pretty
much up in age and quite slowed down from their normal routines but they had enough spark left to be a riot
for the audience to enjoy. They got solid standing ovations for every show. I regret not getting any pictures
with them.
Ah, the fantastic strip-tease performer Gypsy Rose
Lee at the Casino in Toronto drew massive audiences
and actually broke Kay Starr’s box office record. She
was not a congenial person with her supporting acts
but she and her Royal American Beauties stage girls
were civil enough just to allow us to say we worked
with her. Gypsy was famous for her stripping off of
an important, skin-revealing garment (her bra) in the
last instant before she strutted off stage. She was met
behind the curtins by one of her girls who draped her
immediately. No one was allowed to be anywhere near
that stage exit. I didn’t know that. Just for curiosity, I
placed myself in the danger zone to see what part of
her got exposed. It took a moment for her to notice
me. Her face turned to rage “GET THAT @#^*+# KID
THE HELL OUTA HERE!” I bolted to my room, terrified. She passed my door and stopped. She was glaring
at me. I think she noticed my panic. She realized that
Harmonica Happenings
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Ask the Hohner Service Center
Replacing Reeds Attached

Fig. 3

With A Rivet

Through spirited playing, a once bright harmonica tone can
morph into a sound that is less desirable – a honk, a rattle, or a
dissonant muffle.
Players must express themselves emphatically and soulfully, however, playing too hard can compromise the integrity of a reed
causing it to crack or fracture, a condition commonly referred to as
“blowing out” a reed. A “blown out” reed has been over exerted
and flexed beyond its natural elastic capacity. The reed will sound
out of tune or not play at all. Even if you retune it, it will not stay
true for long. With a little practice you can learn to replace your
fractured reed. Various manufacturers offer replacement reeds
for most popular models.
Fig. 1

Often individual reeds are secured to the
reed plate by rivets, tiny pins that are hammered through the reed and reed plate.
Remove the reed plates from the body or
comb of the instrument. If your harmonica is held together with nails, pry the reed
plates apart from the comb. A pocket knife
works well for this. Be careful not to apply
too much pressure to the comb.

Do not leave only one reed plate attached to a wooden comb as
the comb may warp. Even if you are repairing only one reed plate,
remove both to avoid warping. Using a dremel or file, grind away
the peened end of the rivet from the face of the broken reed (as
shown in figure 1).
Drive the rivet out using a roll
punch and hammer. Support
the reed plate with an anvil
(or vise) that has a clearance
slot through which the reed
can exit (figure 2). Place the
roll punch on the filed rivet.
Gently tap the roll punch with
a hammer until the reed is dislodged, taking care not to enlarge the hole on the reed plate.

Fig. 2

from the area where the new
reed will sit. Using the reed slot
as a guide carefully set the new
reed in place. Line the hole in
the reed up with the hole in the
reed plate. While holding the
reed in place with your thumb
and index finger, flip the reed
plate so that the opposite side -without the reed -- is facing up.
Using the rivet strand as a handle, wedge a new rivet into place
by inserting it into the backside
of the reed plate (figure 3).
Break the rivet strand free.

While holding the reed, place it against the anvil so that the reed
itself is sandwiched between the reed plate and anvil. Position
the rivet over the anvil clearance slot.
Fig. 4

Gently tap the rivet through
the reed plate and reed until
it is flush with the surface of
the flat side of the reed plate.
Turn the plate over and set the
flush side of the rivet onto a
solid area on the anvil (figure
4). While holding the reed and
plate with your fingers, strike
the rivet moderately with a
small hammer 3-5 times.

Center the reed in the slot using a special wrench to pivot
the reed at the rivet end. Pluck the reed to test for tightness and a
clear tone. Tune your newly installed reed as needed.
As always, the Hohner Service Center is available to answer any questions you may have. Simply email us at
harmonica@hohnerusa.com.
Suggestions for future articles can be submitted to the Reed
Service Center at harmonica@hohnerusa.com.

Inspect the reed plate for burrs or high spots and file them away

Visit us on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/HohnerUSA
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Just Breathe.
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I was not aware of the rules. She said, “Sweetie, don’t
ever do that again,” and walked on. That was it. As
reserved as she was with us, she was electric with her
constant run of celebrity visitors, mostly Hollywood
folk. The most frequent visitor was Danny Kaye. The
rest were producers, directors and a lot of legendary
movie character actors who were really fun to meet.
In Hartford, CT, we did a giant one-day booking
at the State Theater that was filled with top-rank acts
that I can barely remember except for the phenomenal
Frankie Laine and Eileen Wilson, star of TV’s The Hit
Parade. Way before Frankie became a recording icon,
he was part of the marathon dance contests tours of
the 20s and 30s era. My cousin was his trainer (a foot
massager on breaks). My mother and father spent time
with him as well. Frankie and I had much to talk about
except that period of his life wasn’t a fond memory for
him. He put off any further chatting to concentrate on
the show.
We just got off stage. Somehow a fan got to me, a
pleasant girl about 18 years old who wanted to invite me to her home for a spaghetti dinner. I hadn’t
heard that one before and there was at least an hour
and a half before the next show. If all else wasn’t to
be as expected, at least I was a fan of spaghetti. She
said, “I have a car.” “Wow,” I said, “let’s go.” Sure
enough, there was the car, but with her father at the
wheel. Surprise, spaghetti it is. Her mother and father
were as much fans as she was. They were thrilled to
have “a star” at their home. The spaghetti was delicious. We talked a lot and I lost track of time. Good
grief, I’m late. Her father raced me back to the theater but it was too late. The act before us was Eileen
Wilson vamping for time waiting for me to show up.
Fortunately, I was in my stage cloths. Don was in a
rage. When he saw me, he leaped at me and started to
throw punches. A huge man grabbed me around the
neck and pulled me aside from the punches and menacingly pushed Don away from me yelling “Leave him
alone. He’s here. Get ready to go on.” My savior was
Frankie Laine. Don wasn’t about to challenge him; he
and Kim prepped the corn barrel prop. Frankie never
let go of me till I walked out on stage. He kept soothing me, meanwhile, he kept Don at bay. “Calm down
kid; get out there and knock ‘em dead.” Like the good
Italian boy he was, he released me with a kiss on my
cheek. We managed a good performance in spite of
the overwrought hassle.
Later, Don only verbally dressed me down. It was
my first offence. He broke the ice by saying, “So, why
wasn’t I invited for spaghetti?” Frankie rushed away
after the show so I never had a chance to thank him. I
did thank Eileen for vamping another song that got me
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there in the nick of time. That’s called “stick-together
show business” folks.
The Fox Theater in Detroit was one of the most opulent movie and stage theaters in the world. We worked
there with recording idol, movie star and king of the
greatest of the world’s nightclubs, the great Tony Martin. Tony was considered the most famous of the romantic ballad singers and at the same time probably
the handsomest. He even captured the fabulous movie
star Cyd Charisse as his wife. Over the week, we got
along fine. I even asked him to teach me how to sing.
Man, he sure did try but even I knew when to let him
off the hook. Alas, I had to settle for my harmonica.
I was just coming back from lunch. As I entered the
stage door, I saw Tony in the elevator as the doors were
closing. He saw me and held the doors open for me.
I squeezed in among the crowd addressing Tony with,
“thanks.” I started to turn left to face the doors. Only
a half turn positioned me face to face with the person
jammed in the corner. I got no further than that because
my face was about a foot away from what could be
the most beautiful thing I have ever seen. I was frozen
in place, eye to eye with Cyd Charisse. I heard Tony
behind me let out a muffled giggle. Cyd read the shock
on my face. She played along with Tony. Her eyes lit
up into mine, and a slight but subtly seductive closed
mouth smile hit me like a thousand watt spotlight. We
didn’t say a word to each other. The next giggle from
Tony was clearly audible causing the rest of the group
to follow the action. To keep from passing out, I lurched
around to face the doors. The doors opened on our floor
and I jumped out and ran into my dressing room. Tony
and Cyd got out and walked down the hall to his dressing room. I could hear them giggling, obviously about
me. I peeked out of my door to see the most luscious
long legs in the world walking away from me. I couldn’t
allow myself to go down the hall to apologize for my ridiculously juvenile reactions. I never saw her again. For
me, it was another flash of blissful seconds that I have
never forgotten. Oh my, she was so amazingly beautiful.
The list of names we worked with flows on with
Mindy Carson, the great recording singer, also a fox of
a woman. Mel Torme, in those days a pain in the butt,
but to this day my all time singing idol. The movie and
TV star Francis Gifford at the yearly Eastman Kodak
extravaganza at the Eastman Theater. She was another
really down to earth lovely lady. On the same bill was
Earl Wrightson, singing star of Broadway, radio and
TV, and the most famous comedy dance act in Vaudeville, Buck and Bubbles. The rest of the bill was packed
with top acts including, if I must mention it, “The YouKnow-Who Trio.”
Continued on page 22...
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harPBoXer
An interview with Brandon Bailey

Photo by Grant Kessler

Brandon Bailey is a young Memphis musician who’s
been making quite an impression at SPAH the last few
years. He is at the forefront of a new style of playing he calls “harpboxing,” that combines rhythmic,
groove-based harmonica playing with beatboxing,
a form of vocal percussion that is closely associated
with hip-hop. Using these elements, a looping pedal
and hand percussion, Brandon becomes a one-man
band, fusing blues, pop and soul to create his own
brand of harmonica music. He has a new album out,
Memphis Grooves, and he will be performing at this
year’s SPAH convention. Also a pre-med student,
Brandon was nice enough to take a moment out of his
busy schedule to talk to HH about his new album, his
musical roots and his distinctive style.
HH: First of all, just to get it out of the way, I love the
album.
BB: Thank you very much, glad to hear that.
HH: We’ll get more into my impressions of it later
on, but first I want to ask some basic questions: how/
when did you start playing?
BB: Well, I started almost 5 years ago, like around the
time when I was 13. My grandmother used to tell me
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stories about how my great-grandfather (her father) would play train songs to entertain the family
and he would also buy my uncle one for Christmas
every year. So in my constant pursuit of wanting to
be an individual of such high caliber as he, I decided
that I wanted to try to play the instrument. So I
begged my mother to buy me a harmonica, and she
finally caved. As they say, “the rest is history.”
HH: Was mom a fan of grandpa’s playing?
BB: Well, my mother never actually heard him play,
since he passed before she was even born, but my
grandmother was a huge fan of his playing. In fact,
she coached me on how to play the train properly
when I first started playing.
HH: Interesting. Did grandma play at all?
BB: No not at all, but she was able to point me in
the correct direction of how a train “should” sound.
HH: When you started out, did you think the train
thing was old fashioned at all?
BB: Not really, I actually found it very cool. It was
all very new to me at the time. It was the first thing
that I learned to do really well on the harmonica.
HH: Well, they say that’s an important foundation.
Were you listening to any harp players early on?
Taking lessons?
BB: After I started out, I would rent books from the
library, but that turned out to not work very well
for me. The only book that really worked was Jon
Gindick’s Rock and Blues Harmonica. That really
opened the door to playing blues harp for me. After
that I went and bought a Sonny Boy Williamson CD
and one of those harmonica compilation albums,
with a bunch of the old greats on it. That really
helped expose me to the style. But at that point, I
still could not play what I was hearing very well.
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HH: What else were you listening to at the time?
BB: Well, I have always been a huge fan of sort of old
school music, like Al green, and Sam Cook, folks like
that. I’ve also always been a huge Michael Jackson fan
HH: Bill Withers? I notice you covered one of his
songs on the new album.
BB: Bill Withers came after I started playing harp. I
just kind of discovered him thereafter.
HH: Alright, so you’re playing train stuff, you discover Sonny Boy II, and you start getting into blues—
when did the harpboxing thing start for you, and
what were you into just before that, harmonica-ly
speaking.
BB: Well, this was almost two years ago—some
months before my first SPAH convention, the one
in Sacramento. At that time, I was still mainly playing solo harmonica music, and not singing. In fact, I
would play these 3 hour shows with just harmonica. It
became very tiring.
HH: Wow. Were you already looping at that point?
BB: No not yet, this was right before. So at the time, I
was watching a huge amount of Youtube videos—still
do in fact—and I happened across this guy named
Benjamin Darvill doing this looping thing, and I
thought to myself “I could do that if I had a looper
pedal.” So right after the SPAH convention, my aunt
bought me a pedal. So I started studying Benjamin’s
(aka. Son of Dave’s) videos—like I would spend hours
and hours just watching what he was doing—and I
found literally EVERY video of him on the internet
and I would copy and listen, copy and listen, copy and
listen... So thats how I learned to loop. It also helped,
that I bought the same pedal that he uses.
HH: And did you also pick up the beatboxing from
him?
BB: Yes, initially. It was interesting, because before
that I thought that I could never beatbox, then I
found that it was pretty easy for me. But his style was
simple... sort of a “primal beatbox.”
HH: On that note: did you listen to Hip Hop hop at
all? Do you now?
BB: Interestingly, I’ve never been into Hip Hop. I have
never had much of a taste for it, and I still don’t. Most
people think that the beatboxing stuff comes from me
listening to Hip Hop, but it was just another vocal
instrument for me. I have always enjoyed groovy beats
and such. Michael Jackson did a lot of that in fact. He
was actually a very good beatboxer, so I ended up taking a lot from his style.
HH: What about other vocal stylings? Like for example, you don’t do any whoops from what I noticed,
and of course that’s well-established, especially in solo
harmonica playing.
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BB: I love the Sonny Terry style of music; I’ve listened
to tons of it. But I could never really get my voice to
do that.
HH: I also notice you have none of his tunes on your
album; that kind of stuck out to me
BB: Interesting that you noticed. I used to implement
some of his material in my train imitations at shows,
but that was not the kind of music that I wanted on
the album.
HH: I’ve long had this thought that he has some great
rhythms that would fit a more modern context. This is
one of the things that I love about your album, which
is that it modernizes that stuff, the early solo harp
pieces.
BB: That was kind of the idea in a sense. I wanted to
be able to make the old stuff more modern; make it
appealing to a modern audience.
HH: Speaking of that idea, modernizing the classics: “Bye Bye Bird” may be the most well known
solo-harp tune of all time. Were you nervous about
covering that at all? Did you think consciously about
putting your own stamp on it? And what kind of harp
did you use?
BB: That was an idea that actually came only a couple
of months before recording, after I went to Blues Week
and studied with Joe Filisko. Like I said, Sonny Boy II
was a big influence of mine, and I wanted to make the
statement that I could play some of the classic pieces
as well to appeal to the blues crowd. Most of that music is very tonal to me—not so much about technique
but rather pure sound. I used one of those huge Low
C Marine Bands for that tune. SBII used an echo vamper, which unfortunatly is no longer made. I studied
the old youtube videos of him doing it a lot to really
learn the song. The main difference in my version is
that I played it amplified, but I think that I was still
able to capture the primary tonal aspects of the song.
HH:Are all of the songs on Memphis Grooves songs
that you could play live, or are some of these strictly
studio pieces?
BB: Actually every piece one the album can be done
live. The only one that would be distinctly different is
my version of “Whammer Jammer” and that’s because
of the time that it would take to set up the backgroud
loop on my pedal. For that I pre recorded the loop
before the song started being recorded so that I could
kick it in in after the intro.
HH: Speaking of “Whammer Jammer,” I was surprised to see it on the album. Why did you pick that
tune? When did you first hear it?
BB: That’s a somewhat long story, actually. I first
heard it from Adam Gussow’s Youtube series, and in
fact learned it from his videos. That’s the song that
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I won the Orpheum Star Search competition with in
fact...
HH: What’s the Orpheum Star Competition?
BB: It’s this huge music competition here in Memphis
that I won back in 2008. Unfortunately, I recently
found out that it will no longer be held after this year.
It is actually because of that competition that I met
Mr. Gussow. I emailed him that I had made it into the
semi-finals of the competition, so he came up to see
what I could do. I had also informed him that I would
be playing “Whammer Jammer,” so I think that it
sparked his interest.
HH: When you played it in the competition, did you
do a version with looping?
BB: No, this was before I had even heard of looping.
HH: While we’re on the subject of looping: the layering on these tracks is really impressive—on “People
Take My Soul,” for example. Did it take a lot of
practice to get used to dealing with it? Do you have to
think about it much?
BB: Well, these days it’s kind of like second nature.
And thanks very much. It did take a lot of practice
to get the timing correct when I first started off, but I
was doing it pretty well within two weeks. As I have
progressed, I’ve created a lot of personal philosophies
about looping and such—how to keep the music in
the direction that I want it to go, without it becoming
just a wall of noise. It’s really a balancing act
HH: Any tips for the brave?
BB: Two things really: first, just work on getting the
timing PERFECT; second, don’t let it be all about the
harmonica.
HH: Both of those sound like good advice in general,
I think. Let’s talk about the original tunes on this
album. Which ones are they?
BB: The opening cut, “Blues Ball,” “Soul Thing,” and
“Harpbox.”
HH: “Harp Box” is great. What was composing that
like for you? Did you think much about what you
wanted to play ahead of time, or was it more improvised?
BB: It was actually a very improvised piece, it was a
bit of a funny song to compose. The biggest challenge
was in figuring out the groove for the song. “Harpbox” is another very tonal piece that goes off and on
the beat.
HH: OK, so I want to tick off a couple of other tunes
for you to comment on. “Grandma’s Hands” is a
great song. I loved hearing your cover of it. How did
you choose to put that in there? Also, props on the
MJ cover. What was behind that? And why didn’t you
sing?
BB: Thanks very much again. I had been listening to
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a lot more Bill Withers tunes in the last few years and
I thought that one of his tunes would fit very well on
the album. It was just one of those idea that seemed as
though it would work.
HH: Seems particularly apropos since your grandmother sparked your harmonica interest.
BB: The MJ piece was really exciting for me, being
able to pay tribute to one of my biggest influences.
Since his original vocals could never be even closely
replicated, I decided to use the harmonica as the voice.
HH: I have to admit, I really wanted you to sing
BB: Ha ha... well perhaps in a future version.
HH: We’ve talked a bit about your influences—Adam
Gussow, Son of Dave, Michael Jackson, Sonny Boy
Williamson—any other major influences, harmonica
or otherwise?
BB: Oh wow, there are really to many other influences
to mention. Some notable people outside of harmonica are Bobby McFerrin, Reggie Watts, and Dub
FX. They are all solo musicians who really helped me
to open my mind to new ideas. The main other harmonica player of note is Chris Michalek, who was of
very principle influence on my music. In fact, I probably would not be doing looping if not for him. I owe
a lot to his teachings; he really helped me to realize
what my music was about and how to make the most
of what I do best.
HH: Lastly, harpboxing is now kind of your “bag” for
the moment, for better or worse. And of course there
are a handful of other people using some or all of the
conventions of your current style—solo harmonica,
beatbox, looping—guys like Adam, Darvill, Brendan
Power, I’ve even heard Paul Oscher playing around
with a looping pedal... do you think this is something
of a movement inside of the harmonica community, a
new sub-sub-genre of harmonica music? And insofar
as it is, what do you feel is your role in that?
BB: I think that looping is becoming—for some—
somewhat of a fad, but for others a skill of necessity. I
find that it is very important to remember not to make
the looping just another means of pushing the harmonica specifically, but rather to make music, facilitating the use of the harmonica in a very specific manner. I would love to see more harmonica players using
looping and combining it with even more musical
ideas. I think that my addition to the conversation is
in showing that harmonica can be used to complement
other musical styles as a lead, groove, and rhythm instrument and in finding new ways to bring harmonica
to a modern listening audience. There is much that the
general listening audience does not realize that a harmonica can do, and looping is a great way of exposing
some of our humble instrument’s abilities. jq
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BLUE
STEEL
Pete Kelly’s (Real) Blues
Photo by: David McGhee
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P

ete Kelly has been playing and living the blues
on the streets of San
Diego since he was medically discharged from the Marine
Corps in 1986. He got started as
a performer after the proprietor
of Centre City Music gave him a
harmonica. Pete’s disability check
is not enough to guarantee him a
place to sleep every night, so the
extra income from being a street
busker is essential.
He can make more money on
the streets than in clubs because
the work is steadier and he doesn’t
have to split the proceeds with anyone. His goal each day is to earn
enough for a room.
If he has extra money, he’ll get
something to eat. If he still has
money left after eating, he’ll get
something to drink. If he ends up
having to sleep on the street, Pete
says he is not afraid thanks to his
Special Operations martial arts
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training, “These hands and feet are
lethal weapons.”
BLUSD is a non-profit affiliate
of The Blues Foundation formed to
promote blues music in San Diego.
BLUSD has a thriving “Blues In
The Schools” program, provides
a comprehensive calendar of local
music events and supports other
programs around San Diego that
promote, foster and teach Blues
music. One BLUSD member is local harmonica ace Karl Cabbage,
a Seydel endorsee. Karl contacted
Seydel on behalf of the club to see
if they could provide a “grant” for
Pete in the form of a set of their
1847 Silver harmonicas, which are
unique, specially built with stainless steel reeds and German silver
reed-plates.
Pete received his first harmonica
from his mother at age 6, and studied piano and organ while growing
up in Texas. He earned degrees in
philosophy, sociology and counseling, but has been unable to

find steady work since he left the
Marines. Pete admits his favorite
types of music are country and
classical, but says “I play the blues
just to prove I’m black.” His blues
influences are Elvis Presley, Randy
Travis, Little Esther and B.B. King,
though, he says, “I think I’m the
real King of the Blues because I’m
living it.”
The Seydel harmonicas were presented at the 12th Annual Spring
Harmonica Festival on Saturday,
April 23rd, 2001 at Harry Griffen
Park in La Mesa, CA. Seydel’s endorsee Karl Cabbage and BLUSD’s
Michael Kinsman and Janine Harty
made the presentation, and Pete
played for the Harp-Fest crowd.
This local, fun, family-friendly
and free event grows every year. In
fact, the festival has started spawning ‘surround events’ such as two
local after-party concerts and a
seminar with Jon Gindick the day
before. jq
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harmoniciSt
SUPreme
The Man Behind SPAH’s
Player of the Year Award

W

hat is it about a man that would cause
an organization to name its most prestigious award in his honor? SPAH must
have had some very good reasons to name
its Player of the Year Award to honor the Canadian
harmonicist Bernie Bray (October 2, 1921-February
18, 1981).
I did not meet Bernie Bray or hear him play, but I
have spoken to a few harmonica players, both professional and amateur, who did. All had only good words
and fond memories of the man. When you consistently
hear words such as “harmonicist supreme,” “master
craftsman,” “one of the world’s greatest” and “Canada’s Larry Adler” applied to one man, there must be
something very special about him.
Bernie Bray was born in Medicine Hat, Alberta,
grew up in western Canada and, according to a 1949
Thorens Harmonica brochure, began playing the
harmonica at the age of nine. His shyness led him to
not play in front of others and to pursue his interest in
the technical aspects of the harmonica. Apparently, a
teacher caught him dismantling a harmonica in class,
and coerced him into playing at a school concert. “He
did and was an immediate success,” [says the brochure]. He obviously overcame his shyness.
As a teenager in Calgary, he joined Lawrence Moon
and his Harmonica Stars, a band sponsored by the
Calgary Herald newspaper. SPAH’s Harmonica Happenings reported that during this period, Bernie met
fellow harmonica player Andy Paskas (HH 14.4: 2),
who later worked for the Hohner Co. for a number
of years as a repairman in New York, doing work for
many of the biggest names in the harmonica business.
Taking the harmonica seriously, Bernie learned to
read music prior to becoming a “professional per-
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former in theatres in Calgary” (Thorens). Unfortunately, it was also during this period that young men’s
thoughts turned to the war that was raging in Europe,
and Bernie joined the Air Force, ending up overseas
with an RCAF (Royal Canadian Air Force) entertainment unit because of his special musical talents.
When the war ended, Bernie relocated to Toronto,
a city welcoming the return of its overseas servicemen.
The Toronto Star reported that a 24-year old Bernie
Bray, who served with the RCAF, and entertained on
the show All Clear, flew home to attend the Conservatory of Music (TS 8.10.1946: 2). Bernie “played Fritz
Kreisler’s arrangement of ‘Liebesfreud’ adapted to the
harmonica” for the officers of the Conservatory, and
was immediately granted entrance to a music program
(Thorens).
Bernie also pursued his technical interests at the
University of Toronto by working with a group of
researchers, attempting to raise the harmonica’s
“musical standard by analysis and examination of the
development of the mechanical structure of the harmonica” (Thorens).
Toronto had a history of hosting harmonica players and would continue to do so after the war. In
1946, the Harmonica Kings performed in the Casino
Theatre (TS 5.18.1946: 36). John Sebastian Sr. (19141980), classical harmonica player and father of John
Sebastian (also a harmonica player and member of
the group Lovin’ Spoonful), performed in the Eaton
Auditorium on March 21 (GM 3.15.1947: 10), and
again on October 30, 1947 (TS 10.23: 34), with the
Toronto Symphony Orchestra. The Globe and Mail
reported, “Sebastian, Harmonica Makes Musical
Pleasure” (10.31: 10). The Toronto Star’s August
Bridle came back with “Sebastian Amazes with his
Harmonica Happenings

Harmonica.” He further reported that John Sebastian
and some went to extreme ends to obtain them. The
played the harmonica for two hours, longer than Larry R.C.M.P. (Royal Canadian Mounted Police) arrested
Adler who also had Paul Draper to dance, and perfour unnamed men for the theft of 336 German
formed an “amazing program of fabulous intricacy”
mouth organs from a ship in Saint John, New Bruns(10.31: 8). The Barclay Hotel
wick. “One [of the thieves]
featured Lou and Lillian Beris said to be a musician.”
nard, “the King and Queen of
R.C.M.P. inspectors recovthe harmonica” (TS 5.1.1948:
ered 293 of the harmonicas
11). They were followed by
(GM 2.13.1947: 9).
Jimmie Leeds, the “brilliant
It was therefore not unharmonica trickster” (TS
usual that by 1949, Bernie
11.10.1948: 14). The BerBray, the Canadian harmonnards returned to Toronto
ica virtuoso, was endorsing
on March 10, 1949, opening
the Swiss-made Thorens
for Pearl Bailey at the Prince
harmonica. “It’s Easy to Play
George (TS 20). And Larry
the Bernie Bray Way,” was
Adler came back to Toronto’s
how the Thorens pamphlet
Eaton’s Auditorium and
advertised its harmonicas.
“bowled over” the audience
For musicians to make
(TS 1.13.1949: 4).
a living from music they
It was in this rich harhave to be a jack-of-allmonica environment that
trades: performer, endorser,
Bernie found himself and was
bandleader, teacher, repairer
able to leave his own mark.
and more. Consequently,
He performed at the Indigo
Bernie founded the Bernie
Room of the Barclay Hotel on
Bray School of Harmonica
Front and University Sts. (TS
Playing, and advertised
5.23.1947: 11). The Globe
“personal instruction” in the
and Mail provided a positive
local papers (TS 2.17.1949:
review:
41). His competitor, the
“Bernie has a lot of
United Music Centre at 559
personality and a collecBloor St. W., offered “spetion of harmonicas of all
cial harmonica courses” (TS
shapes and sizes and he
7.21.1949: 32). And, Bernie
gets some terrific music
performed throughout the
Image courtesy of Manfred Wewers
out of his contraptions.
year at the Toronto Arts
The lad is also a complete
Club (TS 2.10. 1949: 35), at
master of the instrument and will be up among
the Hotel St. Regis at 392 Sherbourne (TS 4.2.1949:
the big timers before long.” (6.2.1947: 11)
14), and at the Danforth Theatre at Pape Ave. (TS
By December that year, Bernie Bray was a featured per- 4.5.1949: 28). It was a good year for the harmonica;
former at the Royal York Hotel (TS 12.9.1947: 12).
the number one hit on the Billboard list was the HarIn a 1947 musical Gallup Poll of the most popular
monicats’ “Peg o’ My Heart” (Clarke 296).
instruments in the U.S. and Canada, the piano (25%),
But not everyone loved the harmonica. When harviolin (7.5%) and mouth organ (2%) placed first,
monica players were at last allowed to join musicians’
second and third (TS 12.31: 8). Harmonicas were still unions, T.W. Jones, a Toronto Star writer, remarked,
in demand, and as German-made harmonicas were not “As Petrillo has
readily available after the war, other manufacturers
finally opened his
Manfred Wewers
filled the void. Whaley, Royce & Co., a Toronto music union to haris Toronto’s
‘harmonica obscura’
store, sold the American Magnus, the Swiss Thorens
monica players,
and a regular
and British Wren, ranging in price from 75 cents to
there is still hope contributor to HH.
See more of his
$2.00 (TS 9.20.1947: 7). The Italian-made Wally was
for owners of
articles online at
spah.org.
later sold at Simpson’s for 83 cents (TS 10.7.1949: 27). whistling kettles”
However, German harmonicas were still very desirable, (9.25.1948: 6).
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end color
James Petrillo (1892-1984) was the president of the
American Federation of Musicians for the U.S. and
Canada during the 1940s and 1950s.
Bernie Bray, “Canada’s Larry Adler,” started out
the 1950s by performing at a benefit for the Hospital
for Sick Children at the Royal York’s Concert Hall
(GM 1.18.1950: 8). Harmonica players have a long
history of performing at benefits, and Bernie was no
exception. His popularity in Toronto was growing. By
October 1952, CFRB, a local radio station, presented
Hohner Harmonies, sponsored by Hough & Kohler
(the Hohner distributor in Toronto), featuring Bernie
Bray on the harmonica (TS 10.15: A30). From September 12, 1953 to March 27, 1954, every Saturday
at 6:00 p.m., Hohner Harmonies presented Bernie
Bray on the harmonica and Les Foster on the accordion. Bernie was obviously not endorsing the Thorens
harmonica anymore; indeed, Hohner had made a
quick and successful, post-war, comeback.
According to Bob Kesten from CJBC radio in
Toronto, the harmonica had also made a comeback
in the late 1940s. There had been a lot of harmonica
music “back in the old days” and now, in 1949, you
could have listened to Hohner’s Harmonies, a show
dedicated to harmonica music, daily at 7:15 p.m.,
hosted by Fred Mather (?-1999), another Toronto
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harmonica player and Hohner technician (TS 9.9: 28).
It was not long before harmonica lessons were a daily
feature of the show (TS 10.13.1949: 30). Journalist
Gordon Sinclair (1900-1984) reported in his column
“Radio” that “Fred Mather last night revived his
popular harmonica band series... dressed up a bit with
a harmonica orchestra” (TS 10.12.1950: 34). Hough
& Kohler ran a series of ads in Toronto newspapers
offering a free, 32-page, Hohner harmonica instruction booklet. And the Canadian Ace harmonica still
only cost $1.25 (GM 2.19.1949: 2). In 1952, Bernie,
with his growing popularity, took over the show.
When bagpipers from Glasgow, Scotland, applied
for a grant to foster the playing of bagpipes in the
country, they were rejected for fear that the players of
the mouth organ or penny whistle might next apply
(TS 9.28.1953: 30).
In Toronto, the Order of Scottish Clans put on
a variety show at Massey Hall. Bernie Bray got the
best response from the audience, when he did a
bagpipe imitation with his harmonica and a balloon,
to produce “the wailing notes of the bagpipe” (TS
11.6.1953: 15). Today’s Celtic players, such as James
Conway of Chicago, have perfected this “bagpipe
sound” by retuning the harmonica and using technique to recreate the drone sound, instead of using a
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balloon. Nevertheless, Bernie deserves the credit for
having started this harmonica effect, which has since
been used in numerous harmonica acts.
Through classified ads, he was also still giving
harmonica lessons and offering his harmonica skills to
repair and tune (TS 4.23.1954: 54). One of his students was a young Montrealer, Bernie Fields. In 1955,
at the CNE (Canadian National Exhibition) harmonica competitions, Bernie Fields, at age 13, along with
Barry Cole and Terry Metcalfe, was one of the winners in the solo category (TS 8.30.1955: 10). Bernie
Fields later released the album Harmonica (London:
MB.41) for the Quebec market and performed on the
cruise line circuit.
Back in Toronto, Bernie Bray performed for 1,400
people at a Christmas party at the Royal York on December 28, 1957 (TS 12.30: 5). When Tommy Morgan was working in Toronto that year, he remembered
spending “a delightful afternoon with Bernie and
Andy Paskas, at Bernie’s home” (HH 7.4: 8). Whenever harmonica players were in town, either to perform
or just passing through, they would all visit Bernie to
play and to hear his new harmonica creations; there
seemed to be an endless supply. “His instruments, all
hand made, were the envy of all pros who came to
play them and marvel at them” (HH 14.4: 2).
A Canadian children’s television program, The
Friendly Giant, debuted in 1958 and ended in 1985.
At some point it was decided that the giraffe Jerome,
one of the puppets, would play a harmonica. Bernie Bray was the real, behind-the-scenes, harmonica
player until his death in 1981, after which Pete Pedersen (1925-2002) took on the role (SPAH- Newsletter,
Winter 1981-2).
Lloyd Hovey, a good friend of mine, a harmonica
player and a master clock-maker in Toronto, was also
well acquainted with Bernie. From the 1960s to the
1980s, Lloyd owned a clock store in the basement of
12 Shuter St. (the building is no longer there) opposite
Massey Hall, a venue that has featured numerous harmonica players including Bernie Bray. On his way to
the CBC studio on Jarvis St., to work on the Friendly
Giant show, Bernie would stop at Lloyd’s store to
discuss the arts of craftsmanship and the harmonica.
According to Lloyd and other sources, Bernie was not
averse to indulging in “a wee dram of the creature
of comfort” on occasion. It is interesting to note that
the connection between clock makers and harmonica
makers, which started before the 1860s, continues to
present day.
It was only through the strangest of circumstances
that I was able to gather information about Bernie
during the 1960s. He seemed to have vanished during
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that decade. I had already finished this article, when I
contacted another harmonica friend Bob Imre, about
a totally different matter. During our exchange he
mentioned that he had met Bernie in Winnipeg, Manitoba. I’ve known Bob for over ten years, and not once
did he mention that he knew Bernie.
In 1962 in Winnipeg, Bob entered the RCAF as a
photographer. There in 1963, he met Bernie Bray, now
back in the RCAF and living on base. Oddly enough,
it was not the RCAF that provided the connection; it
was Charlie Horvath, Winnipeg harmonica player and
technician. Bob would go to Charlie’s house to play,
and it was there that he met Bernie, and also the Three
Reeds, the Harmonicats and Johnny Puleo and His
Harmonica Rascals. If you were a harmonica player,
performing in Winnipeg, and needed technical help,
Charlie Horvath was the man to see.
Bernie and Charlie became friends, sharing a lot of
common interests. According to my friend Doug Pell,
a Toronto chord player who visited Bernie, Charlie
Horvath gave his friend one of his creations, which
Bernie immediately called the “Charlie-Monica.” It
resembled two Harmonettas stuck together.
Bob Imre ended up taking lessons from Bernie at
his home on the base. He also attended one of Bernie’s
military concerts, during which he performed the bagpipe imitation with his harmonica and a balloon. Not
only was Bernie a soloist, he also did all the arranging
and orchestration for a 60-piece band (HH 14.4: 2).
Unfortunately, Bernie’s recorded works are very
scarce. In 1969 he recorded an album with the CBC
Orchestra on which he was featured as soloist. I have
a cassette copy of a copy of the record Harmonica
(CBC: LM.69). His interpretations and arrangements
of the nine songs such as “Harmonica Hayride,”
“Gigues Quebecoise” and “Zorba the Greek” are
refreshing and unique.
By 1973, The Three Reeds featured Bob Higgins
(1932-2000) on lead harmonica, Maurice (Mo) Vint
on chord and Harry Cooper on bass. However, that
year the group changed its name to The Reeds with
the addition of drummer Jerry Martin, and then Bernie Bray, as second lead player.
According to Toronto harmonica player Jim
Broomer, a close friend of Bob Higgins, Bob and
Bernie had already become acquainted earlier. Bob
had introduced Jim to Bernie and the two had gone
to see Bob perform with The Three Reeds at the
Casablanca Hotel in Oakville. When Jim went to
visit Bernie on another occasion, something a great
number of harmonica players did—both amateur and
professional—Bernie cooked Chinese food and spoke
Mandarin Chinese, a language he was studying at the
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time. Thereafter, it turned to all things harmonica. Jim
further mentioned that Bernie had expressed his admiration for the playing style and ability of Louis Fuzzy
Feldman. Fuzzy, renowned as a “chugger,” worked a
lot with Pete Pedersen over the years in groups and as
a duo.
That same year, The Reeds recorded The Reeds Go
Country (Marathon: ALS.390.1973), with Bernie adding the harmonies and the sound of the diatonic harmonica to Bob’s chromatic work on those 11 country
standards. The Reeds, “Canada’s finest,” next hosted
the 1973 CanSPAH in Galt, Ontario. It was a great
success according to SPAH’s Al Fogel (HH 7.2: 1-3).
Then tragedy struck.
On December 19, 1973, Bernie Bray, who had just
recently joined the Reeds, had a heart attack:
“The Reeds had arrived a few days earlier, and
had begun a two-week engagement [at the Sutton Park Inn] in Kincardine, Ontario. Bernie
was felled in his motel room at 7 p.m., several
hours before he was to appear on stage. He
has since been removed to Toronto, and is on
his way to recovery now.” (HH 7.3: 2)
As a result, The Reeds did not perform at the 1974
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CanSPAH event in Galt as planned, and the group
actually split up permanently that year. It also marked
the end of the CanSPAH event.:
“We, of SPAH, have just received the bad
news from our friends in Toronto, Ontario,
Canada. The annual June harmonica seminar
has been cancelled this year due to lack of
interest on behalf of the Canadian harmonica
players” (HH 8.3: 4).
Bernie’s health soon improved, and he spent January 11 and 12, 1974, in Toronto with his harmonica
friends Danny Wilson, Bob Higgins and Mo Vint. A
number of these visits are listed in Danny Wilson’s
diary (DWD). On October 5, 1974, Bernie performed
at SPAH’s 11th convention in Lincoln Park, Michigan.
On the way there, he and his wife Jean, along with
the Danny Wilsons and the Gordon Mitchells visited
Stagg McMann and Ed Mossner in the Chicago area.
There was “much learning and playing” according to
the SPAH Newsletter, Fall 1974.
Bernie would again perform at SPAH’s 15th convention in 1978, and in 1980, at SPAH’s 17th convention. But, he wasn’t just a player. His wide range of
interests touched on all aspects of all harmonicas, and
he freely shared his vast knowledge during seminars
at the conventions. No wonder he was described as
a “harmonicist supreme,” and “thought by most of
those who have heard him, to be the ‘best in the business’” (HH 8.3: 4). It was claimed that he had just
“finished scoring Charlie McCoy’s ‘Orange Blossom’,
the fast version, [and] off the record, [he] is playing
it as good and as fast as Charlie” (SPAH Newsletter,
Spring 1975).
When Dick Harris and the Harmonica Men were
in Toronto on March 20, 1975, they “had a nice chat
with Bernie Bray, who stopped by to see their show”
(SPAH Newsletter, Spring 1975). Bernie knew everyone in the business and they knew him. Some of these
harmonica players will become recipients of the Bernie
Bray Player of the Year Award in the future. Some,
like Danny Wilson, became a close friend as well. He
spent another musical weekend with Bernie on May 3
and 4, 1975 (DWD).
On November 15, 1975:
Bernie Bray was a special guest of the SVHC
[Steel Valley Harmonica Club] and SPAH.
Throughout the weekend he graciously answered questions and delighted us with his
playing. On Saturday afternoon Bernie held a
two hour workshop for 35 people at which he
demonstrated and explained many aspects of
repairing the harmonica as well as discuss[ing]
some playing techniques. He is one of the
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world’s greatest...soft-spoken and unassuming
in speech, but a vast store house of harmonica
knowledge.” (HH 9.3: 5)
Danny
Wilson, Pete
Pedersen, Herb
Forcier and
Ray Jackola
visited Bernie
on September
3 and 4, 1976.
Pete was probably already
in Toronto
working for Three Hats Productions during the disco
era. While there that weekend, Danny also attended
a recording session with Pete and Bernie (DWD). At
some point during their association, Bernie built Pete
the chromatic bass harmonica, used in the recording
of “Rocky Top” (Rodack 341). He also used Bernie’s
bass on his recording of “An American in Paris” on
Hohner’s Heavy Duty Harpin’. Pete dedicated the
song to two Canadians, Bernie Bray and Dave Doucette (1914-1983), “for their love of the harmonica
and mine for them.” When I close my eyes, I can see
and hear Pete really saying something like that. The
song was recorded in Toronto at Amber Studios on
September 17, 1983 (Hohner: HSA-127.1984). It was
also in 1983 that Pete received the Bernie Bray Player
of the Year Award.
By 1977, Bernie was giving harmonica lessons on
a regular basis at George Brown College according to
both major Toronto newspapers (GM 12.3.1977: 49,
TS 12.3: D10). He was a strong advocate for reading
music and urged all harmonica players to acquire the
skill. For fun, he had built a chromatic Little Lady, an
instrument he demonstrated at SPAH’s 1978 convention, accompanied by Marv Monroe on a miniature
chord and Dick Gardner on a miniature bass; both instruments were said to be built by Bernie (HH 12.3: 4).
Bernie also played harmonica on the Canadian
movie Who Has Seen the Wind, a story about the
1930’s Depression. On June 15, 1978, when Danny
Wilson was playing bass for the Harmonicats at Toronto’s Hilton Harbour Castle, in the audience was his
friend Bernie (DWD). Bernie, when he wasn’t listening to the harmonica, was playing. He “was viewed
playing very fine harmonica on The Tommy Hunter
Show” on March 23, 1979, on Channel 9, (SPAH
Newsletter, Spring 1979). By the fall (October 10-12),
he was at the Garden State Harmonica Festival with
Danny Wilson and Mo Vint (DWD). Danny again
visited Bernie in Toronto on March 23, 1980 (DWD),

after which Bernie joined Pete Pedersen and Jerry Murad for a series of harmonica seminars (Rodack 307).
On February 18, 1981, Bernie Bray died while
performing in
Toronto at the
Royal York
Hotel, the same
venue he had
performed at
in 1947, when
he was still
relatively new
to the city. His
wife Jean was
there, sitting backstage, and she knew something was
seriously wrong when he played a wrong note. Bernie
never played a wrong note; he practiced too much to
do that. When you go, and we all have to, you might
as well go out doing what you love to do. It seems so
fitting. This is what Andy Paskas, an early friend, had
to say about Bernie:
There is no secret to good technique.
Practice, practice, practice. Bernie had speed
to spare. To hear him play reels and jigs at full
tempo was really something. But in addition,
he was a fine musician. You know, I never did
any custom work for Bernie. Then he wrote
me a letter asking for a special tremelo harmonica, on which he wanted to play ‘Devil’s
Dream’, a fast fiddle tune. It slipped my mind
completely. Months after I had heard that he
had died, I came across that letter. I can’t tell
you how bad I felt. After all the custom work
that I had done, how could I forget about
Bernie’s one request? The one guy I would do
anything for.” (HH 19.1: 6)
Another friend, Danny Wilson, who received the
Bernie Bray Player of the Year Award in 1986, described Bernie as “a very humble person, anxious to
help the novice and pro, he was a great friend to all.”
It was through Danny, on behalf of Jean Bray, that
some pieces of Bernie’s harmonica collection fell into
the hands of SPAH members and harmonica collectors
via fundraiser sales. The rest of his collection went to
his five sons and other family members.
Not only did Bernie Bray posthumously receive
SPAH’s first Player of the Year Award in 1981, it was
thereafter renamed the Bernie Bray Player of the Year
Award. Bernie was also the first Canadian Honorary
SPAH Member. He was a man of many firsts, some
perhaps just legend, but most were real. On the SPAH
stage, he was called “harmonicist supreme.” In Toronto, local harmonica players just called him Bernie. jq

“Bernie never played a
wrong note; he practiced
too much to do that.”
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Continued from page 10...
At the fantastic Hershey Chocolate Corporation’s
1950 Employee’s Christmas show at the over 7000
seat Hershey Stadium, the bill was stacked with famous names from Vaudeville, movies, journalists and
Broadway. Start with two of the hottest Big Bands of
that era, Frankie Carle and Billy May. The Ben Yost
Vikings Choir, the great dancer Georgie Tappsr. Comedian and NY Daily News columnist Joey Adams, The
DeMarco Sisters from the Ed Sullivan and Fred Allen
TV Shows. George DeWitt, top comedy star and TV
show host and, for me, another lifetime movie and madio star that I never thought I’d ever meet, bulging eyes
and handlebar moustache, Jerry Calonna, Bob Hope’s
second banana. Wow! Even Patti was on the bill. I have
my pictures and autographs hung all over my basement
office walls. It was my world and my pleasure to have
been among all of it. Now I can say again, “How lucky
can and old man get?”
The Palace Theater in New York was the pinnacle
of success for anyone in vaudeville who was fortunate
enough to make it to its stage. Its heydays were from
the beginning of vaudeville in the late 20s up to about
the mid 50s. The DNA of footprints left on that stage
would account for every great star that ever lived. Near
the end of its reign, it slowed down to allow the 50s
trend of vaudeville acts to do their thing so they could
say they played the Palace. That’s when we got our shot
at it. We played the Palace. Actually, Joe Lombardi, the
pit bandleader, gave Don a freelance job as a music
copyist for layoff periods and set him up backstage of
the theater. Consequently, it afforded us several bookings there and the Palace became a hangout for Kim
and I as well. Joe was king of cutups, constantly digging up ways to throw acts off pace. His position in
front of the orchestra was facing us on stage. We were
blasting out “Sabre Dance” when he caught my attention with a concerned stare. Without making a sound,
he broadly mouthed, “Your fly is open.” Of course, for
the rest of the act I was totally flustered. That was Joe;
he was the best pit bandleader in the business and the
best friend to all of us performers.
As much time as we put in at the Palace, we never
lost the awe of the theater’s history. Near the end of its
era of dominance, it became clear that Vaudeville bills
couldn’t sustain the theaters operation. The Palace Theater went dark. However, in show business, the saying
goes: “Great entertainment never dies, it just changes
their brand of makeup.” The Palace still stands in New
York as a top venue for lavish Broadway productions.
The Don Henry Trio doesn’t hang out there anymore.
We got a one-day gig at the Rialto Theater in Glens
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Falls NY. The top of the bill was a famous act of the
early 1930s phase of Vaudeville, The Hilton Sisters,
Siamese twins connected at their hips that sang, danced
and did self-effacing comedy. Interesting to say the
least. When I got home my Mother asked about the
trip. I told her about the Hilton Sisters. “THE HILTON SISTERS? Mom bellowed back, “Don’t you
know that they were your baby sitters? They loved you
with all of their heart. Didn’t you tell them who you
were? Do you have any idea of what that would have
meant to them?” To say the least, I was dumbfounded.
Mom continued, “They would force me to go out for
walks so they could take care of you. They walked you
in the streets in your carriage.” How’s that for a mental picture? My mind was trying but I couldn’t get a
hold of that image or any of this. I did know that I
was born in Brooklyn at the Claremont Hotel on the
Coney Island Boardwalk. I also knew that there were
members of the popular “freak shows” staying at the
same hotel. I’m sorry, that’s what they called them in
those days. No wonder I became a harmonica player! I
was hoping that I would work with them again to tell
them about all of this but it never happened. I never
saw them again.
Kim was becoming a big problem. His eccentricities
were growing at a steady rate. We never knew what
to expect next. Frankly, it was only a matter of time
for the door to shut. We got a 2-day booking at the
Steel Pier in Atlantic City. As usual, the Black was our
mode of transportation. Kim refused to travel that way
ever again. He insisted that he would take the trains or
planes at Don’s expense. Don was perplexed to say the
least. He arrived by cab from the station less than an
hour before showtime. By then we were a wreck. We
finished out the first four-show day and started for the
hotel. Kim didn’t even change his clothes. He said he
wanted to walk the Boardwalk for a while. That was
fine with us, anything to get away from the foul mood
between us.
My father had never seen us on stage. He came from
Elkridge to AC to see us do our thing. He met us at he
theater for the first show. We had not seen hide nor hair
of Kim all morning. Showtime was closing in on us. We
were on in about 15 minutes. In panic, Don and I tried
to figure out what we could do as a duet. My father
got caught up in our plight. What a heck of a way for
him to see us for the first time. Suddenly, the stage door
opened and in walked Kim as nonchalant as he could
be. The whole right side of his body, head to shoes was
covered with wet sand. He looked like a Dali painting.
He said that the evening was so beautiful that he decided to sleep on the beach, stage suit, chord harmonica
and all. We were speechless. We were on in minutes.
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All we could do was to try and brush off the sand. It
was wet and relentless. We could only get off enough
of it for him to pass for normal on stage. Brushing his
face left scratches. Our music started. What was, was.
We finished up the booking, and, finally, we finished
up with Kim. To all intents and purposes, we became
the Don Henry Duo. I went back to Elkridge with my
father. Don and the Black limped back to NY. We laid
off for a while and tried to figure out how to make the
act work as a duet. Neither of us had any great ideas.
We didn’t feel very creative.
A few weeks later, a frantic phone call from Don
broke the depression. The trio has been booked into a
special gala show at the Concord Resort Hotel in New
York. Today was Thursday, the show was Saturday
evening. We spent a few moments trying to rationalize
how we could get away as a duo. It wouldn’t work. We
had to find a chord player that could learn the tunes
and the act in a day. Who were we kidding? Desperation sometimes opens strange doors. “Al Logan! Al
Logan,” I blurted out. “Who is Al Logan?” “He’s my
friend and a great player.” “Does he play a chord harmonica?” “He plays anything harmonica!” “Can you
get him?” “I don’t know.” “JUST GET ‘IM!”
I began to realize that this was probably impossible,
but I had no choice but to try. I contacted Al at work.
Babbling it out, I relayed the situation as fast as I could.
I told him we would have to head to NY today. There
was a deadly pause. Then, “Gee, I just got a really bad
migraine headache, I’ll tell the boss I gotta leave for the
day.” I started to get the shakes. “Al, do you mean it?”
“Pick me up about 5:30, I’m in.”
There are some things that are too good to be true.
Al Logan was it. The end of this adventure could never
have been predicted.
The tunes were no problem for Al. During the ride
to New York, he sat in the passenger’s front seat, flinging his chord harmonica back and forth, almost hitting
me in the head as we went over the music. Nothing
about any of it fazed him. He was letter perfect with
the music in a little over an hour. My fear was, could
he learn the act’s choreography in one day and be ready
for Saturday evening? The corn barrel was no problem.
Even the Spike Jones skit took only an hour for him to
master. It took Kim and I a full day to even begin to
master it. The last bit to handle was the six-foot harmonica routine. As usual, Don entered with it and we
did our jokes. No problem Al had only one line. Kim
always had the chord still in his hand from the previous number. The routine was, just before Don and I
started to heft up the monster Kim would lay the chord
down on the stage and join us with the lift. We ran
the sequence a few times to get the timing perfect. No
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problem Al had it under control. Don had kept Kim’s
suit and it just happened to fit Al perfectly. Whoopee,
we were ready for the big bash tomorrow. Don was
very impressed with Al. Actually, as well as I who knew
him, so was I.
Saturday came and the trip in the Black was tense
to say the least. Back stage, we rehearsed the band
and did a talk-over to get us awake. Like yesterday, no
problems. It was show time; we could hear the people
pouring into the club. I decide to take peek through
the stage curtains to see what was going on. There was
a long rectangular table right under the stage microphone. A group of people seating themselves. It took
me a few seconds to realize that it was the performers from the great Saturday night TV Your Show Of
Shows, the most popular TV fare of that period. As I
remember it, there was Sid Caesar, Max Liebman, the
producer of YSOS, Imogene Coca, Carl Reiner, Howie
Morris and about a dozen other big celebrities, mostly
top-of-the-herd comedians, rounded out the table’s list.
I nearly panicked; this was a loaded audience. I can’t
tell Al this. He was not used to the big time. This could
throw him for sure.
As we entered the stage, it took me 30 seconds to
realize that the spotlights dimmed the faces of those
seated at the table. They were just shadows. Great,
now we could concentrate on the act. Fortunately we
were on fire. The applause from the full house for each
number was great, especially from the monster table
below. Man, did I feel good.
The six-foot harmonica skit came up. Don got
laughs for how he carried it on stage. Even the jokes
got laughs. It came time for the pick-up of the monster.
As Don and I started to raise it, Al was with us, but I
noticed that he was still holding the chord. I turned to
him and whispered, “Al, the chord!” He responded in
an instant and placed it on the floor. He straightened up
to full height. As the monster came up, he bent down.
The thud echoed through the microphone for the entire
theater to hear. His face smashed flat into the prop. As
he reared back, the blood spurted from the gash on the
bridge of his nose. It was probably broken. The next
few seconds were, to say the least, bizarre. Don and
I were in shock. Then it happened, a roar of laughter
rose from the table below prompting the audience to
follow. It was either an emergency reaction or they actually thought that it was part of the act. Al grabbed his
jacket handkerchief and jammed it to his nose to stop
the flow of blood; but at the same time he positioned
himself to play the damned thing. All we wanted to
do was get off the stage and get a doctor for him but
Al, bloody handkerchief in hand, was ready to go to
work. On stunned auto, we followed and bounced our
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way through the bit. We smiled and ran off stage. The
applause broke out like thunder for us. The stage manager yelled at us to take a bow. In a daze, we followed
the order. The audience was yelling for more. Al was
still bleeding badly. From the table, we heard Caesar
yell out, “Do ‘Peg O’ My Heart’.” The audience chant
followed. No way, we had to get him to a doctor. Then
it happened. Al lowered the bloody handkerchief from
his nose and walked to the mike with chord and handkerchief in hand and played the famous introduction
chord to “Peg.” The house went wild. Don and I didn’t
know what to do. Al turned to us and beckoned, “Let’s
go!” He played the hell out of that chord solo. We did
our parts somehow holding back tears. This was for
the books. We left the stage to even more thunderous
applause. We took an extra bow went off stage and I
realized that Don and I had nothing to do with what
was going on. The applause continued. I told Al to get
back out there by himself. Blood soaked handkerchief
still on his nose, he looked at me, shook his head in
assent, and walked out to center stage. I’m sure it was
Sid and Carl who rose to start a standing ovation for
him. Al stood there without moving except to dab his
nose. Suddenly, he slowly arched forward into a sustained bow to thank the audience. The din arose again
with total adulation for Al Logan, the awe-inspiring
showbiz trooper. We just experienced show business at
its truest and I believe one of its greatest moments. I’ll
never forget it even if I live to be 78. Oh, I am 78.
The house doctor and a nurse were waiting for him
to come off. They worked on him right away. Strangely, Al was totally complacent about the whole thing.
To him it was like handling a daily occurrence. When
we calmed down and had dinner, Don, rightly suggested that Al be the new member of the DHT. We
were shocked at his answer. “Nah, I thank you for the
compliment but I’m goin’ back to Baltimore where I
belong. I did it with you guys and it was great, but it’s
really not for me.” We knew not to beg him or try to
make him reconsider. Anyway, Viva Al Logan!
Without realizing it, that was the last performance
of the Don Henry Trio. Don was looking for a chord
player and negotiating for a few cruise ship gigs but it
was slow going. Then fate crept in. I got my notice to
report for the draft into the army. I have already recently written about that boondoggle in a previous article,
so suffice it to say, I just disappeared for two years. I
wasn’t 4F after all. Don said he would wait for me and,
for sure, find a new chord player. Two years later, I got
out of the Army and, as promised, Don was there ready
to rumble. The replacement chord player? Actually, he
never bothered with it. We were to be, The Don Henry
Duo. He was still hustling for the cruise ship gigs but as
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usual, nothing. We never did find another chord player.
A couple of jobless months later, Don got us a gig in
New Jersey at a huge Shriner’s Lodge convention. He
got it for the duo. We quickly worked on the act for the
two of us. The show had some name performers but
mostly very senior vaudeville acts. We were positioned
to go on just before the two star acts. The show bored
us to death. Don and I were in a royal funk. However,
the act worked well and gave us confidence that we
could get away with the duet, but that wasn’t what was
happening to us. As we were packing the Black, we
found ourselves staring at each other with one thought.
I said it first. “Don, it’s time we got a life.” He just nodded his head in assent. We did just that. Those were the
last words spoken of the Don Henry Trio or Duo.
I have written about our next lives many times in
these articles so I won’t repeat myself. We both did
well for ourselves without harmonicas in the forefront
of our existence. We never abandoned our harmonica
friends or who we were as harmonica players, we just
didn’t play harmonicas much if at all. Why? Making
our “new lives” kept us very busy.
Over the next 25 years, Don and I kept in touch,
mostly by occasional phone calls or brief visits to his
NY office. We usually talked about many things and
harmonicas, but harmonicas were mostly out of our
lives. The separations grew longer and longer.
The last time that I saw Don was at my 60th birthday
party. He always had extravagant taste in himself and
everything he was involved with. At the party he was
elegance personified. His harp businesses made him famous worldwide. In all of my travels around the world,
I never met a harpist that didn’t know Don Henry. Don
passed away at least a decade or so ago.
The last I heard from Kim was about fifteen years
ago, he was in very bad health. He occasionally kept
in touch with me. He dabbled in many potential career choices but none of them ever panned out. The last
thing he told me was that he spent some time as a piano
tuner. If he were alive, I would have heard from him
over the years. All of the other members that played
with The Don Henry Trio have also passed on. So have
most of the great stars whose names I proudly dropped
in this writing. It’s hard to believe that they, and Vaudeville, are all gone.
I often think back to when I was a kid walking on
Broadway hearing the big hit “Sabre Dance” blaring
out of music stores everywhere. It would never have
occurred to me then that I would ever be a member of
the trio, or that, as it now appears, I am the very last
living member of the Don Henry Trio? Wow! That’s
weird! Anyway, it was all a fantastic ride, thank you,
Lord. jq
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the toP 12 harmonica
maSterY SkillS

By Richard Sleigh

W

hoever said practice
makes perfect got it
partially right. Practice the wrong things or
practice the right things in a sloppy
way and you will never make
“perfect” no matter how much you
practice.
This gives us two questions to
answer about practice: 1. What?
2. How? Let’s start with question
number 1. What to practice: I am
going to give you a list of what I
think are the top twelve harmonica
skills to develop through practice.
You can use these ideas to make
a checklist, or you can use these
ideas to start discussions or arguments. Whatever floats your boat
is great if it helps you clear up your
own thinking—have at it!
My contribution on question
number 2. How to practice, is this:
I will tell you why I think a set of
diatonic harmonicas is the best
exercise equipment for any harmonica player. The issue of sloppy
practice will have to wait for another time.
OK, why is the “short harp,”
or diatonic harmonica, the best
harmonica to start with, no matter
what harmonica you choose as your
main axe, and why is it such a great
harmonica to practice on in general? I think of the diatonic harmonica as a piece of exercise equipment
as well as a musical instrument. You
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“Work of Art.” Photo by Kinya Pollard

can develop breath control faster
on diatonic harmonicas compared
to other harmonicas because there
is nothing between your breath and
the reeds in the harmonica. You
don’t need to deal with slides, windsavers, or double reeds.
The direct connection of your
breath to diatonic harmonica reeds
gives you sensitive, precise feedback. If your technique is off, you
will find out fast. You will shut
reeds down, bend notes when you
don’t want to, or not bend when
you want to. When you can play
chords and notes free and clear on
low as well as high range diatonic

harmonicas, you will find it much
easier to control other harmonicas.
No matter what kind of harmonica you play, you have to learn
how to breathe through the instrument before you can do anything
else effectively. When you play
chord rhythms on the low end of a
diatonic harmonica you have nothing to distract you from breathing
through the instrument, hearing
and feeling the results. The lower
pitched diatonic harmonicas give
you the best overall workout for
controlling your breath as you
practice chord rhythms.
What follows here is my per25

sonal list of the top twelve skills
that you use when you play the
harmonica. This list is focused on
physically training your muscles
to build control, strength, speed,
timing, and endurance. Constant
improvement, however slight, in
these areas will give your playing
power and grace, and make you an
ever more effective channel for music to flow through you and out of
your harmonica. If you play other
harmonicas, you will have other
skills to add to the list. The most
obvious one is using the slide on a
chromatic.
I also encourage people to tackle
bending notes and tongue articulations (the “tucka tucka” kind of
rhythms that make use of the tip of
the tongue forming Ts and Ds and
other hard consonants) LAST. Yes,
I know these techniques are sexy
and flashy, but they are so much
easier and natural to do when
you have a basic control of your
breathing and strategic relaxation.
Actually, I did not even include
tongue articulation in the list,
because I decided ahead of time to
stop at twelve skills, something had
to give, and that is just the breaks
of the game.
So, with no further ado, here we
go:
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1. Balanced rhythmic breathing:
matching the in-breath and outbreath in volume, tone, and timing.
2. Controlling your air supply: The ability to empty or fill
the lungs as needed while playing
the harmonica, regardless of how
many blow or draw notes you may
be playing in a row
3. Strategic relaxation: The ability to keep your throat and upper
body relaxed and open as your
resting or default position. Disconnecting all muscles that don’t help
you play the instrument.
4. Precise control of breath
shifts: the ability to shift from inbreath to out-breath, out-breath to
in-breath instantly with the least
amount of effort.
5. Precise control of starting and
stopping air flow with the diaphragm: the ability to completely
stop the in-breath and out-breath
with perfect timing as you keep
your throat and tongue from
blocking the air flow in any way.
6. Precise control of starting and
stopping air flow in the throat.
7. Precise control of dynamics:
the ability to play the full range of
volume from your instrument and
shift from loud to soft, soft to loud
at will.
8. Control of tone color by ma-

nipulating the throat and tongue
to increase and decrease the size of
the vibrating mass of air.
9. Control of sideways movement from one chamber to another.
This requires mastering the combination of hand, mouth, tongue,
and jaws.
10. Tongue blocking: the ability to play chords and intervals
and create textures by controlling
the off and on movement of the
tongue to the mouthpiece of the
harmonica.
11. Tongue switching: the ability
to control the sideways movement of the tongue to play interval
jumps or create textures.
12. Control of pitch: the ability
to bend and over-bend notes, inbreath and out-breath, to play the
complete range of shades of pitch
available on any diatonic harmonica. Another way of saying this
is that you have mastered bending
blow and draw notes, overblows
and overdraws.
I hope it helps you to think of
how you are using your practice
time. Harpe Diem!
this article originally appeared
on Richard Sleigh’s website:
www.rsleigh.com
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CD Review

Cicada
Hazmat Modine’s second album
grooves with a lush swarm of sound.

By JP Pagán

Child Of A Blind Man

3.

Tw o F o r t y S e v e n

4.

Cicada

5.

Buddy

6.

I n Tw o Ye a r s

7.

I’ve Been Lonely For So Long

(3:44)

(4:12)*

(4:46)

(4:52)

(6:08)

(2:00)

(4:19)

8.

The Tide

9.

Ebb Tide

(5:50)

(0:46)

10.

Wa l k i n g S t i c k

11.

So Glad

12.

Cotonou Stomp

13.

Dead Crow

(3:01)

(5:44)

(2:05)**

(3:46)***

total time: 51:14

actually a Japanese shamisan
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* with Natalie Merchant & Gangbé Brass Band, ** live with Gangbé Brass Band, *** with Kronos Quartet.

†

HAZMAT MODINE

Cicada

Mocking Bird

2.

rockers. Schuman is the lead vocalist and harmonica player, playing diatonic, usually amplified and
often with additional effects. Bill
Barret plays chromatic harmonica,
though it hardly sounds like any
chromatic you’ve ever heard. On
“Mocking Bird” it’s even dirtier
Track List:

—

1.

On Cicada, the recordings are
more polished. And ironically, this
bug sounds “bigger” than the universe-dwarfing, Bahamut, its sound
fuller and more layered, the horns
especially coming through with
plenty of punch. There is also a
sense of “art” to many of the tracks,
H A Z M AT M O D I N E

Setting the tone for the album,
the first track, “Mocking Bird,”
opens with distant birdsong, giving
a feeling of peace and open space.
A voice and a jangly guitar† come
in haltingly, as if from far off, then
transition to a call and response
between a lone voice and a group
of voices, amplified by a trombone
and tuba. It gives the impression
Z M AT M O D I N E — C i c a d a
you’veH Ajust
stumbled upon a gypsy
ritual in some strange forest until,
with a brief interruption from a harmonica, the whole band jumps in,
shuffling and crashing and blaring
and honking an infectious groove.
Hazmat Modine makes good-time
music, songs that, even when they
explore the more complex facets
of life, fill your body and make it
move.
Their first album, Bahamut,
marked them as an eclectic (they
have two harmonica players and
a tuba) roots music band, pulling
from a wide swath of American music and a smatter of further-flung
styles, like in their cover of Jaybird
Coleman’s “Man Trouble Blues.”
Hazmat has a way of making unfamiliar sounds—like Tuvan throat
singing—feel right at home in the
blues and well-worn chestnuts—like
a fox-chase—sound new and exotic.

Cicada

particularly “Child of a Blind Man”
(co-written with Elizabeth Gilbert,
the author of Eat, Pray, Love) and
“Dead Crow,” the album’s closing
track, perhaps owing a bit to the
fact that the band’s frontman, Wade
Schuman, is an accomplished painter in addition to an impressive and
distinctive harmonica player.
In fact, all of the musicians in
the band are top-notch—part New
Orleans brass band, part Gypsy
jazz combo, part avant-garde noise

1) Mockingbird
2) Child of a Blind Man
3) Two Forty Seven
4) Cicada
5) Buddy
6) In Two Years
7) I’ve Been Lonely for so Long
8) The Tide
9) Ebb Tide
10) Walking Stick
11) So Glad
12) Cotonou Stomp
13) Dead Crow
and more amplified sounding than
most diatonics, playing what sound
like partial chords or tritones. On
“Two Forty Seven” it has an edgy,
swooping quality. There are also
two guitarists, Michael Gomez and
Pete Smith, each with their own
distinctive bag of styles that shift
and change from song to song. Pam
Fleming plays a powerful trumpet,
especially shining on tracks like Irving Berlin’s “Walking Stick,” and
Steve Elson plays various saxes and
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clarinets and even picolo, bringing a
complex jazz sensibility to the mix
and delivering a great, funky solo
on “I’ve Been Lonely for so Long.”
On the low end are Reut Regev on
trombone and Joe Daley anchoring the band on the tuba. Richard
Huntley plays a wide assortment
of drums and percussion. They
come together like a well-balanced
gumbo, with flavors exploding here
and there, but all working together
to leave you satisfied. The band is
further augmented with appearances by Natalie Merchant, the Kronos Quarter and the Gangbé Brass
Band, which brings down the house
on “Cotonou Stomp.”
The title track begins with what is
largely a spoken-word poem about
the life of a cicada, then breaks
into a funky jazz number, with a
sharp, keening chromatic weaving
throughout, like a cicada flying and
buzzing on a hot summer day. On
the Louis Jordan tune, “(Do You

Call That a) Buddy,” Schuman’s
harmonica mimics the sound of a
muted trumpet (perhaps influenced
by Louis Armstrong’s recording of
the same tune). Schuman’s voice
is just a strong as his harmonica
playing. He hollers, he screams, he
croons, he croaks. He has a wide,
expressive range, used particularly
well in tunes like “Buddy” and “I’ve
Been Lonely for so Long,” a nearly
forgotten Stax hit ably re-imagined
here and likely to stick in your head
for days after you hear it. “In Two
Years” is a moody yet upbeat little
piece, full of found sounds, that
could been recorded for Leaving
Las Vegas, fireworks and all. “The
Tide,” takes a fairly standard feeling blues groove, adds some Southern harmonies and chaing-gang like
rhythm before effortlessly sliding
into a Sudanese groove supporting
a fuzzed out electric guitar solo and
back. The band is impressively tight
throughout. “So Glad” has a reggae

feel, with a strong vocals from both
Schuman and the Gospel-sounding
backup singers.
The closing track, “Dead Crow,”
reminiscent of the art-rock of the
late 70s, comes across almost like
a sound play. The lyrics read like
verse and are sung as if by a chorus. The instruments—augmented
by the strings of the Kronos Quartet—seem to come on and off stage
like actors.
I recommend this album—both
of their albums, really—to anyone
who likes to hear musicians bringing the past to new light and music
that is both fun and introspective.
Think Tom Waits with a horn section and a dash of excotic spices.
That the band has two harmonicas
(and a tuba!) is just icing on the
cake. jq
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